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A.bstract--We calculated the maximum likelihood weights of the parametric Burr distribution by 
order statistics. Also, we calculated the lower moments of a sample of size three. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Estimates computed with the order statistics based on linear combination of all elements of the 
sample have been termed systematic statistics [1]. Nair [2] obtained the eflieiencies of certain 
linear systematic statistics for estimating dispersion from normal samples. Zanaki and Kyparisis 
[4] discussed the maximum likelihood methods for the three-parameter Weibull distribution. 
Mohie El-Din [5] calculated the best linear estimate (BLE) of the mean and the standard eviation 
of the Burr population from samples up to size 5. The maximum likelihood method is useful 
for distributions, where the mode, the mean, and the median coincide. In [3] Jones discussed 
the maximum likelihood method to estimate the weights of the mode of the t-distribution. His 
method is reviewed briefly here. Let there be a population which has a density function in the 
form ) Y=f \  02 ,O3,...,Ok (1) 
where 01,02,..., 0k are the parameters of the distribution. He obtained the weights of the location 
8x in the form 
wr = ~'(z, ~'(xr), r - 1, 2,. . . ,  n (2) 
r----1 
where n is the sample size and 
• (zr) = -Y J /Y r ,  (3). 
where 
dzr (4) 
The likelihood estimation for the parameter 01 is obtained in the form [3] 
n 
01 -" ~ 'WrXr. (5) 
r--1 
To find the mode of the distribution of the order statistics zr(zr <_ Zr+i, r = 1,.. . ,  n), we set the 
derivative of its distribution 
n! 
(r  - 1)!(n - r)! [F(zr)]r-l[1 F(xr)]'~-rf(Zr) dzr 
equal to zero. After dividing by 
n! 
( r -  1 ) ! ( , -  r)! [F(zr)]r-l[1 - F(zr)]n-rY~' 
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we obtain the equation 
r - 1 n - r Y---" 0. (6) 
F(x~) 1 - F(x , )  + y~ = 
This equation can be solved to find the modal values of xl,  x2 . . . . ,  xn. 
In this paper, we use this method to estimate the weights of ~he parameter 01 of the parametric 
Burr distribution from samples up to size _< 5. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this work we consider the parametric Burr distribution whose density function in the form 
(see [5]) 
f(~;o~,o~)=~\ o~ +~ 1+ 0~ +~)  ' 
B, ~ > 0, 01 -- ~/'~2 < X < OO, "re] - ~ ,  +~[  
Using the same notation in [3] that, 0t = 0 and 02 = 1, we have the relationship 
y, = oe~'(x,. + 7)a-I/[1 + (x,- + .;,.),~]~+I, -7 < x < oo (T) 
Then we can get 
od~(x + 3') '~-1 [ a - 1 
Y/= [i + (x, +')')a]~+1 (x, + 7) 
+ 1)(x + .),),~-1 ] 
- °'(~1 + (~,- + "r)"] " 
(8) 
By substituting the relationships (7) and (8) in (3) we get 
(f~+ 1)(x, + "r) '~-I 
¢(~')  = [1 + (~,  + ~')] 
a-1  
(x, + 7)" 
(9) 
Hence 
[~-  I ~(~" + "r)~1 ,l (I/(x,.) -- °'(~i'+ :)(x,. + 7) °-I '(x"~'~ [I W 
+ (x, + ~)'~1 "r) + (~, + "r)~']J 
When these formulae are substituted in the equation (6), 
a -1  
( z ,  + 7)  2. 
(i0) 
r - 1 n - e Yr' = 0, (see  [3]) (11)  
F(x, )  1 - F(x , )  + 
where 
and 
F(xr) = L r~ 
it takes the form 
' _  " aZ(x  + 7)  ° -1  
Yr dxr = [1 + (Xr + 7)a] B+I dx~ = 1 - [1 + (xr + 7)~] -~ (12) 
1 - F(x , )  = [1 + (xr + 7)"] -~, (13) 
r -1  a -1  (~/~ + 1 
+ = n - r + - -  (14) 
[1 + (xr + 7)°] 8-1 c~(xr  + 7) ° c~B 
3. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
As an example, we choose the values 7 = 2, a = 2 and B = 2, and substitute in the equation 
(14), we can solve it using the (data general) computer to compute its roots. Then substituting 
in the equation (10) and then in (2) we calculate the maximum likelihood weights for a sample 
of size n < 5. 
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4. LOWER MOMENTS OF ORDER STATISTICS 
For a sample of size three from the Burr distribution, the moments and the product moments 
of order statistics may be obtained from the general formula 
/ /Us iV, rrhuIukY vv" du2dus E[Uh, U~Uk3] = 3! (15) u l  2 3 l~2 J3au1 
JU,,=O JU2=O JU,=O 
where 
and 
~u7 -I 
Yi - [1 + Ui]~ +1' i = I, 2, 3 (16) 
Z i -- 81 
Ui = - -  + 702 
02 
Using the same notation in (section 3), then the moments are calculated as 
E[U1] = .010989 E[U2] = .0613553 E[U.~] = .427656 (17) 
E[U~] = .000999011 E[U~] = .0218115 E[U~] = 2.97719 (18) 
E[UIU2] -- .002317 E[U~U3] = .0092546 E[U2Us] = .071761 (19) 
Then using (16), (17), (18) and (19), we calculate the lower moments for samples of size three as 
follows: 
E(XI) = 81 - .655677 82 
E(X2) = 81 - .6053113 8~ 
E(Xs) = 81 - .2390106 82 
(20) 
E(XT)  = 8~ - 
E (X~)  = 8~ - 
E (X~)  : 8~ - 
1.3115528182 + .43079148~ 
1.21062268182 + .38444898] 
.47802128182 + 1.9625378] 
(21) 
E(XIX~) = 87 + 
E(X2X3) = 87 + 
E(XIXs) = 821 + 
1.2609898182 + .39853198] 
.8443228102 + .19019798] 
.8946883818~ + .1612698] 
Using these results we calculate the variances and covariances of order statistics as follows: 
(22) 
0" 7 = .00087830~, a~ = .01804720~, o'.q = 1.905411(~8~ 
( rn  = .00164298~, O'l.q = .0045528~, o'~s = .4552218] 
(23) 
(24) 
Lower moments of the linear estimates of the parameter 01 is given from (5) and putting n = 3 
we have the linear function 
= WIX1 + W2X~ + W3X3 
then we have 
(25) 
(26) E[$,] = W~E[X,] + W2E[X2] + W3E[X3] 
and 
2 ~ ~ 2(W~W2~,2 + W~Ws~,s +W~Ws~s2) (27) E[#, 2] - (E[81]) ~ = W,2a] + W~ a + W  a 3 + 
When we substitute the values of W1, W2, W3 from Table 2 in equations (26) and (27) we have 
E[81] = 81 - .668619882 (28) 
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E[0~]- (E[0,]) 2 = .00216687022 (29) 
mean square error 
the Bias = .668619802 (30) 
= E[(01 - 02) 2] -- (Bias) 2 + variance = .44922110~. (31) 
For unbiasedness the estimates of the parameter Ol, the weights W1, W2, and W3 must satisfy 
the condition 
W,E(X1) + ~E(X2) + W3E(X3) = O,, (32) 
for all values of 01 and 02. Combining (32) with (20) leads to 
W1(01 - .65567702) + W2(01 - .605311302) + W3(0~ - .2390106) = 01 (33) 
which must be satisfied identically. Hence, the weights must satisfy the two conditions 
~/V 1 -}- ~V2 -~- ~V 3 = 1 (34) 
.655677W1 +.6053113W2 + .2390106W3 : O. (35) 
Combining (27) with (23) and (24) the variance of any linear function of the order statistics X~, 
X2 and Xa is found to be 
0~(.000878W} + .0180472W~ + 1.9054116W~)+ 
02(.0032858W~W2 + .0091104W1Wa + .0910442W2W3). (36) 
To find the regular unbiased linear estimate with minimum variance we write the expression 
.000878W~ + .0180472W~ + 1.9054116W~ + (1.0032858)WIW2 + (.0091104)WIW3 
+ (.0910442)W2Wa + A,(WI + W2 + Wa - 1) + A2(.6556776W1 + .6053113W2 + .239010W3) 
(37) 
where A1 and A2 are Lagrange multipliers, and set its partial derivatives with respect o W1, W2, 
W3 each equal to zero. After eliminating A1 and A2 we get 
.1573391W3 -.0092502W2 -.000267W1 -- 0 (38) 
Solving (34), (35) and (38) simultaneously for W~, W2 and Wa yields 
W1 = -8.3426098 
W2= 8.8372142 (39) 
Wa = .5053956 
It is noted that the weights are summed to one. 
Setting 01 - 0 in equation (22) and then computing the value of the expression 
W} E[X~] + W~ E[X~] + W~ E[X~] + 2(W1W2E[X1X2] + WIWsE[XIX3] + W2WzE[X2Xa]), 
the expression then becomes 
02(.4307914W~ + .3844489W~ + 1.9625376W~) 
+ O~(.7970638W, W2 + .322538W~ W3 + .3803958W2W3). 
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The regular linear estimate with minimum mean square error may be found by writing down the 
expression 
.4307914W~ + .3844489W 2 @ 1.9625376W~ + .7970638WI W~ 
+ .322538W~ W3 + .3803958W2Ws + A(W~ + W~ + Ws - 1) 
and then setting the partial derivatives with respect to W1, W2 and Ws each equal to zero. After 
eliminating ~ we obtain the equations 
.5390448W1 + .41668W2 - 3.5446794Ws - 0 
.3885822W2+ .4745258W1- 3.5446794Ws= 0 
Solving these two equations and (34) we obt~n 
WI= -0.7066283 
W2= 1.623274 
W3= 0.0833543 
It is noted that the summation of the weights equals one. 
5. DISCUSSION 
Table 1 is constructed to give the roots of equation (14) for any sample up to size 5. Table 2 
is constructed to give the weights for any samples up to size 5. It is noted that the summation 
of all weights equals one. Table 3 is constructed to give comparison of three linear systematic 
estimates of the parameter 01 of a Burr distribution (6), namely the maximum likelihood weights, 
the best unbiased estimates and the minimum mean square error estimates. 
It is remarked that for WI we find that the best unbiased estimate gives the least value. While 
for W2 and W3 the maximum likelihood estimate gives the least values. 
Table I. Roots of equation (14). 
Xl X2 X3 .I[4 X5 
-.3333334 1.386211 
-.3893167 1.218039 1.547749 
-.4241313 1.131195 1.352853 ,3,333333 
-.3868126 1.075793 1.24969 1.454076 .4287784 
Table 2. Maximum likelihood estimates of 01 in samples of size n < 5 from the Burr 
distribution. 
N 
2 
3 
4 
5 
X: X2 X3 X4 Xs 
1.0367401 -.0367402 
1.0549276 -.027148 -.0277797 
.9959033 -.0198105 -.0212849 .0451919 
1.0459173 -.0251014 -.0275837 -.0281708 .0349387 
Table 3. Comparison of the three estimates of the mean for sample size of 3 from a 
Burr population (6). 
Maximum likelihood 
estimate 
Ws 
"Best" unbiased 
estimate 
WI 1.0549276 -8.3426098 
W2 -.0271480 8.8372142 
-.0277797 .5053956 
Minimum mean square 
error estimate 
-.7066283 
1.623274 
0.0833543 
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